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An option to use MNI-based standard regions in Talairach space 

 

This is no official Brain Innovation support document. For any question or comments, please contact 

heinecke(at)brainvoyager(dot)com 

BrainVoyager version used: BV 20.6 (Windows 10, 64bit) 

 

BrainVoyager offers to use multiple spatial reference systems including Talairach and MNI space. This 

also means that one can - more or less easily - import predefined anatomical standard / atlas regions 

in both spaces and try to use them in the course of an anatomical or functional analysis. 

In some cases, one wants to use available standard regions in one space, but apply them e.g. to 

functional data in the other space. In this case one can either decide to apply a corresponding 

transformation externally, e.g. using the proper code in Matlab or the functions available in tools like 

„GingerAle“. 

Here, we describe a transformation from MNI to Talairach space available within BrainVoyager. 

First, we import a set of probabilistic maps of visual topography provided online by the Princeton 

Neuroscience institute. 

https://scholar.princeton.edu/napl/resources 

We use the new „Open NIfTI“ option to import the data 

 

We start with the MNI152 anatomy available in the downloaded atlas folder. 
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We adapt the imported VMR for convenience of visualisation by runnning the „brain extraction“. This 

will also adapt the contrast and brightness of the data. 
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To improve the contrast and brightness after the automatic brain extraction, we can use the 

„Options“ menu. 
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We transfrom the MNI template into Talairach space. This includes a two-step procedure: a) affine 

transformation to ACPC space and b) piecewise linear transformation to Talairach space. 

ACPC transformation 

There are different options to run the ACPC transformation in BrainVoyager. Due to the complexity 

of this problem, the author would advise to run a manual approach (and to avoid the fully automatic 

procedure). 
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More details about the detection oft he AC structure can be found in the BrainVoyager Getting 

Started Guide as well as the users guide. 

 

We run the Talairach transformation. For this step, we can first run an automatic detection of the 

posterior commissure and the borders oft he cerebrum. Some of the points may have to be slightly 

adapted (most often the superior point). We use the „Auto-Detect“ button to start the automatic 

point detection. 
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We run the Talairach transformation using the „Tal-ACPC“ button. 

 

We import one of the regions of the atlas. We choose „ROI1“ within the left hemisphere and choose 

the same import path as used for the MNI152 anatomy. 
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The region will be saved as a VMR with an intensity range of 1-225. We can now decide to transform 

either the whole VMR or parts of it into a region/volume of interest (VOI file). In this case we choose 

a simple non-probabilistic approach and turn the whole VMR into a VOI. The user can also decide to 

demarcate only parts of the VMR based on their intensity. 

 

We set the minimal range value in the Segmentation tab to „1“. 
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We can now either use the „Range“ button or the Grow Region button (after positioning the cursor 

within the region) to demarcate every voxel with a minimal intensity of 1. 

 

We open the „Options“ of the Segmentation tab to define the demarcation as a VOI. 
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We open the Options oft he VOI analysis tool and switch to the „Transformations“ tab. 
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We have to perform the spatial transformation in two steps (as previously in the VMR). 

We load the ACPC transformation (.trf) file and ACPC.vmr file created before on the basis oft he 

MNI152 vmr. We click the „Apply TRF“ button to transform the region. 

 

We can find a new ACPC.voi file created automatically. 
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When loading the new ACPC voi file within the ACPC VMR, it should fit as well as before in native 

space. 

 

After opening the ACPC vmr and loading the new ACPC voi file, we are ready for the Talairach 

transformation of the region. We open the Transformation tab of the VOI analysis tool options and 

load the .tal file created before. We click the „ACPC->Tal“ button. 
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We find a new TAL voi file in our data folder. 

 

When comparing the regions in native(basically MNI) and Tal space on the left and right side of the 

next screenshot we can observe the differences in size and positioning. In both case the crosshair is 

located in the center oft he matrix, which is the AC point in Talairach space. 
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Of course we can run the same VOI transformation procedure with not just a single region / cluster in 

the VOI file, but with a whole number of regions. 


